Linking to Articles, eBooks, and More Using Reading List Builder
Overview

• Why is linking important?
• Basics of Linking
• Knowing What to Look For
• Searching from a citation
• What is a Proxy URL?
• Resources & Contacts
• Hands on – Adding Links
Do you have to create course packs?
Do you have to create reading lists?
The Library can help with that!
Access to Thousands of eJournal Subscriptions, plus hundreds of databases that provide full-text articles

Alkek Start Your Research

EBSCO Discovery Service

ProQuest

Springer

WILEY

EBSCOhost

ELSEVIER

STOR

Gale CENGAGE Learning

SAGE

Taylor & Francis Group
You’ll be able to link to articles in TRACS & Show your students how to do it too!
Linking to library resources has its obstacles.....
Overcome obstacles by knowing how to find a stable, durable, or permanent URL…also called a Permalink, Document URL, DOI
We have many Ebsco databases that contain full-text articles and a Permalink feature.
Some databases are not searched in Start Your Research, so you will need to find their permalinking option, sometimes a URL or a DOI that must be proxied.
How Design Documents Create Claims and What to Do About It


Abstract

In one particular legal opinion, a judge compared construction, in its complexity and risk, to the management of a battle. The majority of the designer's influence lies in the pre-construction work of design and documentation, which forms the very basis of the construction project. Given that construction tends to be adversarial even in the best of circumstances, the architectural and engineering design must strive to provide the contractor the clearest instructions possible regarding the intent of the designer. Although perfection of construction documents is nearly impossible to achieve, in no circumstances should the documents themselves be allowed to provide the basis for conflict, confusion on the construction site, and eventual litigation. This paper seeks to distill a relatively complicated body of law into some central principles useful to the architect and engineer in everyday practice. This paper introduces the principles and then illustrate their application through three case studies.

ProQuest document ID 208172149

If you already have an article citation and just need a permalink for TRACS…

Search the title of the article in Start Your Research and use the Permalink in the full record (click the title of the article to get to record)
If you don’t find a record for your citation in *Start Your Research* then you’ll look up the journal Title.

Always search journal titles enclosed in quotation marks.
The entry will tell you the type of access we have as well as the dates.

Refer to the Linking Guide for linking to specific journal publisher content.

guides.library.txstate.edu/linking
The Proxy Prefix URL (*Proxy URL*)

Alkek Library's proxy:
http://libproxy.txstate.edu/login?url=

The proxy is usually in front of a vendor URL or DOI. If all you have is a DOI then you’ll take the proxy and DOI and string them together:

Here's an example:

- DOI: 10.1080/1057610X.2014.853604
eBooks

✓ Check for how many people can access it at once – single, multiple?
✓ Check to see if it is a Leased or Purchased title. If leased, a title may not be permanently accessible even through a permalink
✓ Librarians can help you with eBook questions and concerns.
eBooks – Search via SYR

Searches the library’s online catalog of books, government information, DVDs, maps, kits, eBooks, streaming media and more.

Ask a Librarian

Chat Now
The library also has eBooks through *eBrary* and *Ebsco*, among others, that may also be linked. Contact your librarian for help linking to titles in those eBook collections.

[library.txstate.edu/research/e-books.html](library.txstate.edu/research/e-books.html)
Contact us for help!

- Alkek Library Ask a Librarian
  - askalibrarian.library.txstate.edu
- Your Subject Librarian
  - guides.library.txstate.edu/subject-librarians
- Lisa Ancelet – Head of Research, Instruction, Outreach
  - LA12@txstate.edu
- Stephanie Larrison – eResources Librarian
  - SLSL24@txstate.edu
- Linking Guide: guides.library.txstate.edu/linking